**Dog Breed:** Affenpinscher  
**Artwork:** Affenpinscher Lying on a Green Pillow  
**Artist:** Unknown  
**Fun Fact:** The French call Affenpinscher “mustached little devils.” Some think they look like wookies or ewoks from Star Wars, while others call them “monkey dogs.”

---

**Dog Breed:** Borzoi  
**Artwork:** Head Studies of Two Borzois  
**Artist:** Arthur Wardle  
**Fun Fact:** Borzoi are considered large hunting dogs, who rely more on their eyes than their nose to track game.

---

**Dog Breed:** Gordon Setter  
**Artwork:** Bob  
**Artist:** John Martin Tracey  
**Fun Fact:** Gordon Setters are rare in the United States, they come from Scotland and England, and are known for having excellent memories.

---

**Dog Breed:** Wire Fox Terrier  
**Artwork:** Ch. Christopher of Notts and Ch. Cackler of Notts  
**Artist:** Maud Earl  
**Fun Fact:** Wire Fox Terriers are super energetic and expressive. The wire called Asta was a TV star in the 1930s and 1940s, which helped the breed become more popular and famous.
Colorful Pooch

A fun way for artists to play with color and textures is to create a collage. A collage is a type of art that creates a picture by mixing different shapes and materials. An example of this kind of art is *Enzo*, by our Museum volunteer Karen Brand. She made a Chihuahua looking out onto the city with different pieces of paper and cut out shapes.

Just like Brand, create a collage of a colorful dog in a fun summer scene. Look around your home as well as ask your friends and family for paper, magazines, or any other type of scrap material to create a collage. Cut or rip out shapes from the paper and other materials and arrange them in a way that creates a dog doing a summer activity. Once you have the shapes the way you like it, glue them down to a piece of paper. Try to include three different colors for the dog and include one type of pattern in the collage. Feel free to use markers and pencils to add designs, patterns, and words.
the **AKC Museum of the Dog**

Gordon Setter  Asta  Leash  Spa  
Wire Fox Terrier  Bob  Walk  Pamper  
Borzoi  Karen Brand  Energetic  Panting  
Affenpinscher  John Martin Tracey  Pet  Collage  
“Monkey Dog”  Yumi Heo  Swift  Memory
Dog Groomers

Just like people, dogs need to groom their fur/hair too. If you were a dog, how would you style your hair? Create a unique hairstyle that looks like your favorite dog and add any accessories you like (hat, headband, toy). If you and your family are comfortable, share your hairstyle on social media using the hashtag #akmod

Here is a picture of one of the Museum’s helpers with a hairstyle to look like her dog named Ginger!
Yumi Heo is an illustrator, born in Korea, who went to art school in New York City. She is known for her beautifully drawn children's books. Some of her popular books that she wrote and illustrated are *The Green Frogs: A Korean Folk Tale*, and *Lady Hahn and Her Seven Friends*.

In the AKC Museum of the Dog’s art collection, there is a fun drawing done by Yumi Heo called *Pet Spa*. Heo used bright colors and whimsical lines to draw dogs getting pampered by humans. However, the dogs are sitting and acting like people, which makes the scene more fun and imaginary. Two dogs sit in spa chairs like humans as one is reading a newspaper and the other dog plays on their laptop.
**Spa Owner**

If you owned a doggy spa what would it look like? What type of relaxing activities would you offer for dogs who need to unwind and feel pampered? In the box below draw your spa scene with humans taking care of dogs. Try to make the dogs seem more human, like Yumi Heo’s drawing, by having them do people activities.

*Example:* A French Bulldog checking their phone as it gets its fur groomed.

---

How do you like to relax and unwind? _______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________